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iv
Packet switched networks cannot provide tight delay bounds that are required by certain types of applications despite facilitating high throughput. Therefore, delay measurement techniques for packet-switched networks have always grabbed the attention of the community to both utilize advantages of packet-switched networks and provide a realistic end to end delay prediction of packets. Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a new paradigm of packet-switched networking which gathers management functionality of network in a logically single controller. SDN is thought to eliminate problems of legacy layered architecture by utilizing the control information coming from all network layers. However, in SDN topology, control plane and data plane are separated which implies control packets for network management flow in a different channel than datapath channel. Moreover, the SDN controller has to have a decision metric similar to legacy link-state computation approaches in order to calculate the most efficient route in the topology. All of these indicate that link delay computation in SDN needs new perspectives different than the legacy network to achieve its proper operation.
In this thesis, we propose a link delay computation method for SDN topologies. For this purpose, we construct a framework which uses standard OpenFlow messages and computes the switch queuing delay in run-time. In this framework, we model each queue in SDN switches as a $G/G/1$ queue and measure the ingress traffic with OpenFlow meters. Then, we utilize meter statistics to obtain mean and variance of interarrival times between packets. After finding the average state of the queues we eventually infer the respective queuing delay from Little’s equation. We demonstrate our method in three cases which are single flow per queue, multiple flows per queue and a test application which uses our delay information to determine the fastest queue of an SDN switch port. Also, we discuss the accuracy and the application limitations of the proposed method.
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Bu tezde, SDN topolojileri için bir bağlantı gecikmesi hesaplama yöntemi öneriyoruz.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP</td>
<td>Address Resolution Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>Board Support Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dst</td>
<td>Destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eth</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>First Come First Served</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hyper Text Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>Internet Control Message Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>Internet Protocol Version 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>Internet Protocol Version 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kbps</td>
<td>Kilobits per seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Medium Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbps</td>
<td>Megabits per seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ms</td>
<td>miliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>nanoseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OfSoftSwitch13</td>
<td>Open Flow Software Switch 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVS</td>
<td>Open Virtual Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVSDB</td>
<td>Open Virtual Switch Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proto</td>
<td>Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYU</td>
<td>RYU SDN Controller Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>Software Defined Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNMP</td>
<td>Simple Network Management Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToS</td>
<td>Type of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tp</td>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modelling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us</td>
<td>microseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLAN</td>
<td>Virtual Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSGI</td>
<td>Web Service Gateway Interface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Compared to circuit-switched networks, packet-switched networks have lots of advantages such as high utilization rates of bandwidth capacity, efficiency or scalability. However, they do not provide delay guarantees. To this end, delay measurement is an important tool to support delay sensitive applications \[2\]. Previous work on providing delay guarantees in packet-switched networks \[3\] \[4\] \[5\] cannot guarantee an upper bound delay when network is overloaded since nodes in the network only communicate with their counterpart equivalents. SDN \[6\] has brought a new point of view to packet-switched networks in terms of their management. The information of the whole network stack could be seen by a single entity (SDN controller) which removes constraints of the layered structure. With the SDN technology, a controller can obtain information from different network layers and use this information to facilitate different network services such as computing the most efficient route in the network not to impede the delivery of packets.

SDN can provide delay guarantees \[7\] \[8\] by obtaining real-time network statistics and dynamically change the routes of packets if their routes are overloaded with traffic. In order to provide delay guarantee in SDN networks, we model problem in two parts which are monitoring delays of links and efficient routing. In the scope of this thesis, we focus on monitoring delays of links which provides an alternative metric for efficient routing of packets. Note that efficient routing not only depends on delay but depends on other factors such as bandwidth or hop count. The advantages of our proposal are that our computation method uses standardized protocol of SDN called OpenFlow \[1\]; moreover, our architecture does not need to send redundant link delay computation packets to the datapath channel.
When a packet passes through a node in the network, its delay is modeled in four components which are processing, queuing, transmission and propagation. All of these components except queuing delay are deterministic and assumed not to be changed during transmission of a packet. Queuing delay, however, has a stochastic nature and it is mostly mentioned as average queuing delay. Average queuing delay depends on the state of network with Little’s Law.

To this end, determining the average queuing delay on the links is the most significant component of providing service quality to the delay sensitive applications in the packet-switched networks. Average queuing delay computation is not straightforward. One has to choose the correct Markovian model in order to compute the average state of a queue. Moreover, the correctness of computation is an important criterion. One can determine so loose bounds that they might result in inefficient route calculation even there exists enough capacity for satisfactory service. Furthermore, in SDN, the control plane and data plane are separated from each other. This requires control packets flow from a separated channel. Hence, while measuring queue state redundant traffic affecting data plane shall not be generated.

In legacy packet-switched networks, queuing delay computation is used in applications such as traffic management or load balancing. However, in SDN, there exists no straightforward protocol similar to OSPF or standard link delay computation technique which enables the controller to obtain states of links from SDN switches. If states of links can be computed correctly in realtime, SDN becomes more agile in terms of traffic management such that it can shape, limit or redirect traffic when there exists bottleneck point in the network. Moreover, besides its technical advantages, efficient usage of resources influences all stakeholders; for example, customers are satisfied thanks to high-quality service whereas service providers are pleased due to reduced maintenance costs.

For the evaluation of queuing delay computation, the first performance metric is accuracy. In order to conclude about the accuracy of delay computation, one can observe the difference between real packet delays and samples that queuing delay method computes. Moreover, SDN has a single point (SDN controller) for managing the network. Such an organization brings a burden on the controller and limit the scalability.
Hence, the second metric is the scalability of the method.

Existing solutions in the literature for queuing delay computation on SDN controllers mostly concentrate on generating redundant traffic from SDN controller which passes through the path of both data plane and controller plane. However, such solutions contradict with SDN’s separation of control and data planes. Moreover, some solutions such as OpenNetMon [13] cannot provide accurate delay computation results.

On the one hand, some techniques are restricted to compute the delay of a certain type of packets such as only TCP Flows [14]. Moreover, most type of delay computation techniques require customization on network interfaces or they depend on the certain type of hardware. [15]. However, the solution that we propose for queuing delay computation utilizes standard statistics defined in OpenFlow 1.3 [1] standard. First, we calculate the inter-arrival times between packets coming through a queue of a port by measuring ingress traffic with OpenFlow meters [1]. We created a sampling mechanism to find the mean and variance of the inter-arrival times through the queue. Output rate has predefined mean and variance values thanks to the popular traffic generator tool iPerf [16] that we use. Since we model queues as G/G/1 we utilize Marchal’s method [17] to compute the state of the queue from mean and variances of ingress and egress traffic. After finding the queue state, we reach queuing delay from Little’s equation [10].

We use software tools to demonstrate our proposed solution. One of these tools is Mininet [18] which enables to construct SDN network for simulation purposes. Moreover, we selected RYU as SDN Controller that utilizes OpenFlow 1.3 [1] interface and provides a WSGI(Web Service Gateway Interface) API with JSON(JavaScript Object Notation) format to extract obtained OpenFlow data such as meter and queue statistics. We realized our solution as a software application that communicates with RYU controller through WSGI interface and extracts queuing delay from meter statistics.

After simulation runs, we collect two types of data which are real-time Wireshark captures that contain time tags when a packet passes from an interface of SDN switch and data from our proposed solution periodically updating the computed average queuing delay. To demonstrate the accuracy of our method, we compare two sets of data. Moreover, limitation is determined by the amount of time passes between controller
requests statistics from SDN switch and obtains reply of it. This depends on the bandwidth of control links between the SDN controller and SDN switches. On the other hand, the controller has to satisfy a minimum sampling frequency which depends on the bandwidth of data plane traffic links. In order not to miss samples between packets, the sampling rate has to exceed the maximum packet per unit time rate that can pass from a data plane interface.

While performing simulations we have encountered various issues. Firstly, the simulation tools that we use provide timing sensitivity in microseconds scale. Such timing scale is not enough to demonstrate real networks [19]. Therefore we used 1 Mbps links to prove our method which guarantees a maximum of 1 bit passes in 1 us. Moreover, comparison of Wireshark captures and simulation data required timing synchronization for comparison. We used the time of Operating System which provides synchronous time for two distinct components inherently. Furthermore, in some scenarios, we observed inconsistent outcomes. These inconsistent outcomes could not be solved but they depend on the instantaneous performance of the computer which they operate on.

Results of our implementation are promising and our proposed method is open to improvements. We evaluate our method in three cases which are single flow, multiple flows and a test application Best QoS Selector that utilizes our calculated queuing delay from statistics to decide which queue of a port has the lowest delay. For the single flow case our application measures queuing delay with high accuracy. However, our solution has scalability problems on our simulation platform. This is because of the bandwidth limitation of southbound links between SDN controller and SDN switches. Bandwidths of these links limit the maximum number of queues queried in a minimum sampling period of statistics. Moreover, for multiple flow case, our method computes link delay correctly after an adaptation period. During adaptation period, variance of inter arrival traffic is high and we cannot find true mean value. When high variance component of inter arrival time becomes close to zero and true mean value is found our method becomes stable. Furthermore, we evaluate test application Best Qos Selector from jitter measurements of iPerf [16] data generation application.
Thesis from this point is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we introduce key concepts that are used in the explanation of our solution. Moreover, we define performance metrics which will be used in the evaluation of our method. In chapter 3, we represent literature contributions about queuing delay monitoring in SDN networks. In chapter 4, we present our contribution; that is, our framework for collecting Open-Flow statistics as well as the model that we use for inferring queue delay from statistics. In chapter 5, we first introduce the emulation tools that we use for demonstrating our solution. Then, we present the results of experiments which are evaluated in terms of evaluation criteria. In chapter 6 we conclude our approach and mention the future work for improving this study.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter explains the necessary concepts, glossary terms, problems and performance metrics which are used in further chapters. In the Software Defined Networking (SDN) section, we explain the concept of SDN and elaborate differences from the traditional layered packet-switched networks. In the OpenFlow section, we explain the OpenFlow protocol. It is a defacto standard protocol used in SDN to exchange network information between SDN entities. Since OpenFlow consists of abundant message types, we only explain messages which we used in testing our architecture. In Quality of Service section, we explain a glossary term Quality of Service (QoS). In Delay Modelling in Computer Networks section, we explain four components of node delay in a computer network. Before finishing this chapter we indicate problems encountered in SDN delay measurement. Finally, we define performance metrics which are used in the evaluation of our framework architecture.

2.1 Software Defined Networking (SDN)

In traditional computer networks, there exists a concept called five-layered stack design [9] where each layer has its own functionality. The most top layer is layer five or called the application layer, which produces data exchanged between hosts. Layer four is the transport layer. It provides a unique interface to applications in end hosts. The responsibilities of this layer extend to reordering packets at the receiving end for delivering application layer data correct order or controlling the flow of application data not to bottleneck communication. Most popular transport layer protocols are User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Layer
three is the network layer. The purpose of the network layer is to identify network
devices from their unique network numbers and route packets properly. Internet Pro-
tocol version 4 (IPv4) is commonly agreed on protocol for exchanging data in the
network layer. Routers are network devices which provide service in the network
layer. Layer two is the data link layer. This layer provides service for connecting two
machines standing in the same medium. A popular protocol for this layer is Ethernet.
Ethernet switches manage the connection between two nodes in the same medium.
Finally, the lowest layer is the physical layer. It is responsible for the transportation
of packets in the medium.

In packet-switched networks, multiple packets are required to be forwarded through
the same port of router or ethernet switch simultaneously. If input traffic rate exceeds
output line rate then packets need to be buffered, or queued, to get service when the
link is available. Organization of queue determines the performance of the network
towards services. For example, First Come First Serve (FCFS) does not have any
performance differentiation; however, priority queuing forwards an important packet
prior to other waiting packets in a node. Therefore, prioritized packets are not in-
fluenced by regular traffic which increases the performance of a network in terms of
given service to important applications.

Each layer in traditional networks is responsible for giving service to its upper layers
and takes service from lower layers. However, layer in a node can only communicate
with its corresponding layer of a node in the network. Because of this fact, in tra-
ditional computer networks there exist two types of packets which are datapath and
control packets. Datapath packets encapsulate valuable information coming from the
most top layer which is converted mostly to audio, video or other valuable signals at
the end hosts. On the other hand, control packets are transferred between nodes to ex-
change their states and maintain network operation. Since each layer are only allowed
to interact with its equivalent, each layer has a separate control mechanism. After re-
ceiving states of other nodes, a network element such as ethernet switch or router
decides how to take action on packets on its own. Therefore the logic of network is
dispersed to every node on the network.

Software Defined Networking (SDN) [6] concept has emerged in order to unify the
dispersed control logic of the network. It allows control packets transmitted from a different channel rather than transmitting them from the same channel with datapath packets. It takes control plane from network elements and puts control plane to a logically single controller which undertakes control functionality of network by its own. In SDN there exists no different hardware for network layers. All hardware of traditional networks such as ethernet switch and routers are put in a single SDN switch. SDN Controller can communicate with SDN switches from its southbound API; on the other hand, network admins or user applications can intervene to control of the network from northbound API of SDN controller. Note that a controller in SDN is logically single which implies that there might be more than one physical device handling the controller functionalities. However, they have to appear logically as single to counterparts they serve. In Figure 2.1 an example of SDN model is shown.

In the next section, we are going to elaborate the standard (OpenFlow) which not only defines Southbound API communication between SDN controller and SDN switch but also processing pipeline of SDN switch for packet forwarding.

Figure 2.1: Example of SDN Architecture
2.2 OpenFlow

In order to have a common southbound communication in SDN, OpenFlow [20] was introduced by ONF [6]. OpenFlow is a standard in which both OpenFlow pipeline processing and messaging protocol are explained. Before explaining OpenFlow, let us mention glossary terms used in the definition of it. A flow is glossary term which is used in order to identify processing rules of SDN switch. A flow table is a collection of flows which SDN switch looks at when processing a packet. An SDN controller controls SDN switches by modifying flow tables of them. Each flow consists of three parts which are priority, match and actions. A visual model of a flow is given in Figure 2.2. Priority determines the place of a flow in the flow table. The highest priority indicates that it is the first flow to be checked when processing a packet for that table. Furthermore, match determines which sections of packet headers to check while processing and their predetermined values. An example is given in Figure 2.3. One can specify a match as ethernet type equals 2048 and network protocol equals 17. This indicates that when processing a packet for this flow the searched sections of a packet will be ethernet type and network protocol. Their values have to match with 2048 and 17 respectively. Multiple match definitions for a flow increase precision which provides deeper flow differentiation. Moreover, action determines the behavior of SDN Switch when a packet matches with that flow. For example, the packet could be forwarded to the next flow tables if action part of a flow consists go to table type of action. Multiple action definition for a flow is allowed in OpenFlow. Also, actions are allowed to be forwarded between flow tables since they are implemented after processing finishes. Matching sections for a packet and action types that SDN switch can implement are given more detail in standards OpenFlow 1.0 [20] and Openflow 1.3 [1].

Figure 2.2: Flow Table Example
OpenFlow pipeline processing defines how to process packets in SDN switches. In Figure 2.4, the pipeline processing mechanism is shown. When a packet first enters OpenFlow processing pipeline, an action set is automatically constructed for it. Processing in OpenFlow pipeline starts with the table which has the lowest identification (ID 0). During processing, a packet is passed from low numbered to high numbered flow tables and its action set is filled with actions of matching flows. Forwarding a packet to a flow table which has a lower table ID than current table ID is not allowed. Finally, if there exist no tables left to be forwarded, the action set is executed for that packet.

After a packet enters OpenFlow processing pipeline from table 0, if it does not match with any flows then it is dropped. On the other hand, in SDN switch, one has to define a flow with a send to controller action for packets needed to be forwarded to SDN Controller. This creates a packet in message sent to SDN Controller. Depending on the implementation of SDN switch, packet in might consist either whole packet or a small description defining header fields of the packet as well as buffer ID where that packet is hosted in SDN Switch. If the controller wants an action applied to this packet, such as forwarded from an output port or dropped, it informs SDN switch with a message having the same descriptions values with the packet in message. An SDN controller can create, delete or modify a flow entry of SDN switch. Moreover, in OpenFlow, it is allowed to define idle time and hard time for flows to be removed automatically without the intervention of SDN Controller. If a flow is removed then flow removed message, sent by SDN switch informs the SDN Controller.

The messaging protocol of OpenFlow provides a common language by which SDN switches and SDN controller can exchange information. In the scope of this thesis, we are interested in Multipart type OpenFlow messages whose header sections related to OpenFlow are summarized in Figure 2.5. OpenFlow header is common for all type of messages. Then comes Multipart header. An SDN controller can query statis-
tics by sending multipart request message; on the other hand, SDN Switch replies this request message with a multipart reply message. Multipart type messages further have a header to indicate their payload type which could be meter, queue, table or port statistics. Meter is an ingress traffic counting mechanism introduced in OpenFlow 1.3 \cite{1}. It counts packets which are directed to meter table (itself) by the OpenFlow actions in terms of bytes and packet counts. In an OpenFlow switch, firstly, a meter is defined via OpenFlow protocol then, a flow is bound to the meter by defining METER action in action list of a flow. All type of statistics of OpenFlow including meter could be obtained with Multipart request/reply messaging mechanism between SDN Controller and SDN Switch.

All OpenFlow messages start with an OpenFlow header given in Figure \ref{fig:OpenFlowHeader}. In this header, version represents which version of OpenFlow is used. Moreover, type represents the content of rest of message. length indicates total size of OpenFlow message including OpenFlow header. Finally, xid represents the transaction number. This number is important since when switch constructs a reply message for request, it indicates which query number is it responding with the transaction number.

Multipart type of messages were introduced in OpenFlow 1.3 standard \cite{1} instead of statistics type in OpenFlow 1.0 standard \cite{20}. Headers of multipart request and multipart response are given in figures \ref{fig:multipart_request} and \ref{fig:multipart_reply} respectively. In these
headers, type section indicates which multipart type message is sent. The types are given in figure 2.9. Note that type number for queue statistics is 5 whereas it is 9 for meter statistics. Next field is flags. In the standard there exists only one flag which is send more. Controller can query more than one type of statistics with same xid of Openflow header if it sets send more flag. By the same mechanism, switch can respond with same OpenFlow xid by setting send more flag in its multipart reply headers.
Multipart request messages that we are interested in are Meter and Queue messages. For querying meter statistics meter type multipart request message is shown in figure 2.10. The only parameter which we need to construct this message is meter id. Moreover, we ask queue statistics with queue type multipart request message. In figure 2.11 body of queue type multipart request is shown. In order to ask the statistics of a queue, one has to provide port id and queue id in the body of the message.

On the other hand, messages that an SDN switch responds to multipart request are multipart reply. Type in the header of reply message indicates the body of reply to the controller. Types of replies are the same with requests and seen in Figure 2.9. Body of the queue statistics reply could be seen in Figure 2.12. In this
Figure, available parameters for queue statistics are given. duration_sec and duration_nanosec is used to calculate total time passed since queue was first introduced to give service whose formula is
\[
duration_{sec} + duration_{nanosec} \times 10^{-9}
\]
Furthermore, Meter statistics reply body is given in Figure 2.13. In meter statistics, one can infer how many different flows, bytes and packets were associated with meter since it was first introduced to the system. Duration mechanism is same with queue statistics. One can create a meter with a metermod message in OpenFlow 1.3 [1]. However, queue creation is out of the scope of OpenFlow [20][1]. Queues are created via protocols such as Ofconfig [6] or vendor-specific mechanisms such as serial consoles or SNMP.

In the next section, we focus on Northbound communication and SDN Controller and RYU SDN Controller which we use in our testing setup.

2.3 SDN Controller

In this section, we explain the SDN Controller and its Northbound operations by giving examples from RYU SDN Framework [21]. In SDN topology, SDN Controller provides an abstraction between SDN switches and external entities. Therefore, in
order to send message to SDN switches, an external entity has to communicate them over the SDN controller. For this purpose SDN controllers provide two different interfaces. First one is a northbound network interface. This interface does not have a common protocol and it depends on the SDN controller. From this interface SDN controller and external entity exchange information without having a dependency relation. On the other hand, the second controller interface is module callback interface. For this interface, a module integrated to the SDN controller is programmed and it cannot exist without the SDN controller. Module subscribes to events of the controller and it is notified when subscribed event occurs. Event types depend on the controller and they are not allowed to be masked or closed by the external entity during runtime.

Our SDN controller RYU provides common Web Service Gateway Interface (WSGI) for its components that want to exchange data from Northbound interface with external entities. From this northbound API, OpenFlow messages are formatted in the Javascript Object Notation (JSON) format. The format of meter statistics and queue statistics in the JSON format is given in Figures 2.14 and 2.15 respectively. Note that this format has all required sections parallel with OpenFlow Multipart Reply Statistics. Moreover, RYU has built-in function callback modules for handling events. In our simulations, we use two built-in modules which are OpenFlow module and Routing module. OpenFlow module works as an adapter module between an external entity and SDN switches. When an external entity wants to create an OpenFlow message, it communicates with the OpenFlow module of SDN RYU Controller. Then, OpenFlow module of RYU converts message of the external entity to OpenFlow mes-

Figure 2.13: Meter Statistics Response Structure [1]
sage and sends it to the SDN Switch. OpenFlow asynchronous events are not subscribed in this module; therefore, external entity is not notified when asynchronous of OpenFlow events occur (asynchronous events will be explained in SDN Topology Management and Delay Measurement Issues section). Moreover, the routing module operates an SDN switch as a legacy router whose router functionality is conducted with static routes. For this operation, IP addresses, network masks of ports as well as static routes of the SDN switch have to be provided to routing module.

In the next section, we elaborate a commonly used term in packet-switched networks for indicating the performance of the network.

![RYU Northbound JSON Meter Statistics](image1)

![RYU Northbound JSON Queue Statistics](image2)

### 2.4 Quality of Service (QoS)

Quality of Service (QoS) in computer networks is used for the notion that is "serving unlimited demands with limited resources". Limited resources could be processing power, bandwidth, system capacity whereas unlimited demands might be low delay, high throughput, low cost and high efficiency. Since full satisfaction rate is impossible, the network has to prioritize some packets according to needs of it. For example, services such as telephony or video need a delay-sensitive link quality where companies are willing to pay more money for a qualititative videoconferencing experience that saves time and money for them [22]. Therefore, if the delay is an important parameter then priority scheduling of delay-sensitive packets in the network is more important than bandwidth assigned to them. On the other hand, if bandwidth is critical then how much packet is transferred per amount of time is a performance criterion. Community puts emphasis on works [23] [24] [25] which increase end to end delay performance of a packet. It is the amount of time that a packet spends on the network.
before reaching its destination. Furthermore, one of the issues that packet-switched networks face is that they cannot guarantee packets go out from a certain port in a specific time [26]. Also, QoS environment of network changes dynamically. Static approaches fail when providing service for such environment [27]. Therefore dynamically measuring the delay of packets in the network has valuable input for QoS management of delay critical applications. Delay measurement is a complex issue since all layers in the network have their own control mechanism. On the other hand, SDN enables to improve legacy QoS approaches since control plane information could be gathered from whole layers of network in SDN. By this way, SDN networks can both provide prioritized scheduling mechanism as well as high bandwidth utilization which creates efficient networks.

In the next section, we are going to define the model of delay in legacy packet-switched networks. We also use this model as reference in our SDN topology.

### 2.5 Delay Modeling in Computer Networks

While packets pass from a node, they have entrance and leaving times. Time difference between the first bit of packet is introduced to a node and last bit leaves from it is node delay of a packet. This node delay is modeled in four components. [9] The first component is the processing delay. Processing delay is the amount of time passes until that packet is switched to its egress port. [9] This type of delay is very small thanks to hardware; therefore often neglected when calculating total delay. Moreover, propagation delay is the amount of time needed for an electrical wave traveling in a media reaching its destination. [9] It is related to the distance between transmitting and receiving ends also electromagnetic properties of the medium in which electrical wave travels. Propagation delay is assumed to be constant during the transmission period. Furthermore, the transmission delay is the time necessary for a node to encode all bits of a packet. [9] This delay depends on the length of the packets and bandwidth of the interface. Lastly, the fourth delay which packet is exposed in a node is queueing delay. If two or more packets are switched to the same egress port simultaneously then one of them has to wait in a queue before it gets service. Amount of time a packet waits in a queue is the queueing delay. [9]
Additional to node delay in SDN, packets which are forwarded to and taken back from SDN Controller add additional burden on latency. Since multiple packets are forwarded to one single node, this will add additional controller processing queuing delay for packets of which controller is involved in the processing chain. [28] This model becomes significant when traffic between switch and controller is intense. However, controller delay could be avoided if looser match fields are defined for flows of background traffic.

Since queuing is modeled as a stochastic process that is, it depends on probabilistic arrival and departure rates, when referring to queueing delay one has to know it is the average queueing delay. Average queueing delay depends on average system state that is defined by the number of packets in the system by Little’s Law [10] given in equation [21]. In this equation $L$ is defined as average system state, $W$ is given as average delay and $\lambda$ is the mean packet arrival rate to the queue.

$$L = \lambda \cdot W \tag{21}$$

Defining a queueing system has a special notation called Kendall’s notation [29]. An example to Kendall’s notation is A/B/s. In this notation, "A" defines the shape of arrival, "B" defines the shape of departure, "s" defines the number of serving capability in the queueing system. Some letters have special meaning indicating distribution such as "M" indicates memoryless distribution and "G" or "GI" indicates general distribution. Average system state equation is extracted from shapes of arrival and departure processes. Average system state equation for G/G/1 queue has an approximated equation given in [22] proposed by Marchal [17]. For this equation $\lambda$ is average arrival rate whose unit is packets per seconds (or just $s^{-1}$), $1/\lambda$ is the average interarrival time between packets whose unit is seconds $s$ and $\sigma^2_a$ is the variance of interarrival time. Furthermore, similarly $\mu$ is defined as average service rate, $1/\mu$ is the average departure time between packets and $\sigma^2_s$ is the variance of average service rate. $\rho$ is the utilization of the queueing system which is defined in equation [23] $C^2_a$ is defined in equation [24] as well as $C^2_s$ is defined in equation [25]. By using $L_q$ one can extract wait
time in the queue \( W_q \) by Little’s equation [10] [21]

\[
L_q \approx \frac{\rho^2(1 + C_a^2)(C_a^2 + \rho^2 C_s^2)}{2(1 - \rho)(1 + \rho^2 C_s^2)}
\] (22)

\[
\rho = \frac{\lambda}{\mu}
\] (23)

\[
C_a^2 = \frac{\sigma_a^2}{(1/\lambda)^2}
\] (24)

\[
C_s^2 = \frac{\sigma_s^2}{(1/\mu)^2}
\] (25)

2.6 SDN Topology Management and Delay Measurement Issues

In traditional networks, in order to provide low delay as a service quality, network
nodes have to schedule packets of delay-sensitive service with a prioritized fashion.
Such architecture requires custom implementation on switching hardware. Moreover,
in traditional networks, there exist messaging protocols such as RIP [30] or OSPF
[12] in the control plane to build network topology. These protocols share their own
messages which indicate the state of links in the network. With these messages, a
network node could construct a topology view of the network by its side and calculate
the shortest path or the most efficient path to the destination. However, in SDN, the
control plane is separated from the data plane. This separation brings some problems
to SDN in terms of topology management.

Firstly, in OpenFlow, there exists a limited set of asynchronous messages between the
controller and the switches. In OpenFlow protocol, four types of asynchronous mes-
sages initiated by switches are defined. These are packet in, flow removal, port status and error messages. Packet in is a type of message which
indicates that a packet, matching with a flow that has an action type send to the control-
troller is received. The controller can respond to this packet in order to drop or allow
it from an out port. Flow removal indicates that a flow has been removed and it is
no more accepted as a valid flow. Port status indicates a change in the status of a port. It might be added, shutdown or modified by the user or because of a problem in the network. Error indicates there occurred a problem in the processing of received controller packets. These messages have limited span on network situations which happens simultaneously most of the time. For example, a network load change on some port could not be informed to the controller. Thus, the SDN controller has to poll every node in the network and determine whether the link state is enough to handle capacity. Such behavior brings a problem that dynamic behavior of legacy networks in terms of rerouting could not be achieved standardly in SDN unless there exists a network monitoring module in an SDN controller.

Secondly, in OpenFlow, there exist no standard topology building mechanisms. When SDN switches contact with SDN controller for the first time, they send Hello packets and receive Hello message from SDN controller. After exchanging symmetrical Hello packets, SDN controller can send features request message to learn what features are implemented on SDN switch such as how many ports it has or how many queues created for that switch. Neither features reply nor Hello messages coming from switch contain how SDN switches are organized in a network. Which port of SDN switches is connected to where is understood from the behavior. For example, SDN switch floods ARP query packets which have an unknown destination. SDN controller receives the same packet again from adjacent SDN switch with a packet in message. For second SDN switch controller could understand from which port SDN Switch has received the packet (because it is defined in packet in message of OpenFlow); however, first SDN switch could not indicate controller from which port it outputs the packet. Although there exist link discovery and topology viewer mechanism in SDN controllers, most of them either do not build a complete view that is which IP address or MAC address is behind which port or does not provide up to date view of topology. Therefore, most of the time routing is done by flooding the packet and waiting for a return link to establish. In order not to be affected from controller processing delay, some SDN controller inserts a flow automatically after it learns a certain MAC address is behind of its port. This leads to static routing to destination in practical since alternative paths could not be discovered for that flow.

In the next section, we define performance metrics for evaluating our proposed archi-
2.7 Constraints and Performance Metrics in SDN Network Monitoring

The first constraint is the average delay definition of the system. Since queuing delay is a stochastic process, one cannot define an instantaneous delay for packets. This average delay definition has to represent the average performance of the system which is the concern of controller in terms of performance metrics. Furthermore, since the topology of SDN is controlled by a single controller and controllers initiate link-state computation by polling, delay computation techniques would have an upper bound in terms of the number of link-state that it can compute. Also, in order not to miss any sample one has to define a minimum polling rate for a switch.

Until this point, we indicated that a delay computation technique has to be accurate, scalable.

Next is the definition of performance metrics:

Relative Percentage Correctness:

We define the relative correctness of the delay as in equation 26. In this equation, $m$ is the sample space that holds computed delay and $r$ is the sample space that holds average real-time delay measurements. Since computed delay and real-time delay measurements are not obtained at the same time, computed delay data have to be mapped to closest real-time delay measurements. That is the reason why $t_1$ and $t_2$ values are different. Moreover, $t_1$ has to be greater (later in time) than $t_2$. Mean of relative correctness function has to be close to 100% to have accurate results.

$$a(t_1) = \begin{cases} (1 - \frac{|m(t_1) - r(t_2)|}{m(t_1)}) \times 100, & \text{if } 0 \leq a(t_1) \leq 100 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (26)

Scalability:

We define scalability $s$ in equation 27 of the network monitoring system as the maximum number of links that a controller can monitor. For our system explained in
the next chapters this is limited by meter id size of OpenFlow Protocol [1] and the maximum number of queries \( n \) that a controller can send by polling. Query number depends on polling period of switch \( t_{sampling} \), size of packets exchanged between for query and response \( l_{query} + l_{response} \) as well as link rate \( C \) between controller and switch. This equation is defined in [28]. Maximum possible polling period of a switch, given in equation [29] depends on the minimum length of a packet that can pass from datapath \( l_{min} \) and bandwidth of datapath \( B \).

\[
s = \min(\text{meter}_\text{id}, n) \quad (27)
\]

\[
n = \frac{t_{sampling}}{(l_{query} + l_{response})} \quad (28)
\]

\[
t_{sampling} < t_{max_{switch}} = \frac{l_{min}}{B} \quad (29)
\]
In this chapter, we present selected delay measurement solutions in literature for providing QoS in SDN. Some delay measurement methods are declared implicitly in papers while others have an explicit definition of their used techniques. The reason behind the implicit declaration of measurement techniques in papers is that emphasis is not put on delay measurement. In those papers, authors use delay measurement as an input to QoS evaluation. Delay measurement is an important metric for service differentiation in SDN. At the end of this section, we conclude the results of literature papers in a table to provide a summary of related works.

SDN allows installing QoS policies in the form of applications that run on the SDN controller. In [31], authors represent their QoS architecture, OpenQos which runs the shortest path algorithm with the real-time statistics that can be collected from the SDN switches. Their contribution has two main components which are route management and route calculation. Route management module checks whether there exists congestion by utilizing Feature Request message defined in OpenFlow 1.0 standard [20]. According to congestion, the cost of each link is determined. Route calculation module collects real-time cost of links and applies constrained shortest path algorithm to possible routes of flow after a packet arrives in the controller. The paper presents test results collected from a real network which consists of three SDN switches and a controller. Nodes are connected with a triangular topology to provide at least two different path options for forwarding. The main performance metric is the SNR values of flows. However, the SNR values do not provide how many bits are transferred during communication instead they show media capacity in order to transfer how much bits in one symbol. There is no information about the number of bits transferred and
the average data rate during the test. Moreover, authors should clarify how congestion data is obtained from the controller. Inference of congestion information is given so implicitly that one interrogates the credibility of this contribution.

The work presented in [32] brings a complete top-down approach to service differentiation in SDN. The authors express their motivation as making flow centric, dynamic, scalable and easily deployable QoS structure which interacts both with network administrators and network elements such as controllers and SDN switches. They define their structure in three planes and each plane is further divided into smaller parts having smaller duties while the whole system is in service.

The first plane in this model is the data plane. Data plane constituted from switches and their interfaces communicating with SDN controllers which are named as south-bound APIs. The most important southbound API is OpenFlow which mainly led to the concept of SDN. Moreover, there exists other southbound APIs to enrich the feature set of network nodes. The second plane is the control plane. Besides having a complete view of network resources, the controller has four extra modules in this topology. They are admission control, routing, device tracker, statistics collector and rule database. Admission control makes the decision whether to accept new flow to a system by checking resources from southbound API. Routing module constantly tracks routes of flows defined in the rule database. It utilizes device tracker and statistics collector modules. Device tracker simply tracks switches in the network. Statistics collector collects the information available from network nodes. Finally, the rule database keeps the rules which will be enforced on nodes of the interconnected system.

The main contribution of this QoS scheme is the third plane which is the management plane. First two planes are almost standard in SDN concept; however, management plane provides a semi-automatic control layer between network administrators and SDN controller. Semi-automatic means that in some situations program directs the problem to human but it also has an automatic block which can handle variations in the network. This block consists of two modules and they are further divided in terms of their duties. Note that management plane elements interact with four control plane components to have their job done and a special northbound API is implemented to
establish connectivity between two planes.

The first module of the management plane is policy validator. The main response of it is to ensure that everything is normal in the network. Policy validator is further divided into three subparts which are traffic monitor, policy checker and event handler. Traffic monitor observes the network and feeds information to policy checker. Policy checker then compares these values with database and calls event handler if there occurs a violation. Event handler then evaluates message coming from policy checker. It further directs the request to second management plane module which is policy enforcer. Policy enforcer module has four subparts. While the topology manager keeps track of the network devices, the resource manager checks network resources. Policy adaptation determines the type of violation and resource provisioning takes action according to violation type. This topology is tested in terms of link failure and flow admission. In order to test it, designers have built OVS to five different computers. They are interconnected with GRE tunnels and Floodlight controller is chosen as SDN controller. Overall I think this architecture is satisfying but complicated to implement however such a complete approach might be preferred for those who construct their own system.

Another perspective to service differentiation in SDN mechanism presented in [33]. In this model, authors extend traditional controller datapath model and bring a concept which exchanges QoS information between controllers. Each controller manages one domain whose responsibilities are topology management, resource management and route calculation. Also, authors claim that a controller should support flow management, queue management, call admission and traffic policy enforcement mechanisms for increasing the functionality. There exists quality of server levels in each domain and controllers calculate paths iteratively starting from the most prior QoS level. Intra domain information is gathered from modules which interact with southbound API. On the other hand, inter-domain statistics are shared between controllers and this is the point where distributed architectures for QoS provisioning is introduced. The first controller to controller architecture is named as fully distributed model. In this model, controllers share information between them directly. The second architecture is hierarchically distributed model in which controllers have hierarchy and they only share information with their hierarchical super controllers. This architecture re-
sembles the layered architecture of traditional networks in which one layer needs to utilize sub-layers in order to share information; they do not interact directly in the physical sense but in the logical sense. In order to test these two architectures, creators have build three algorithms. The first algorithm runs in each controller of fully distributed architecture while the other two runs in the super controller of hierarchically distributed architecture and domain controllers of the same architecture. They compared two models in terms of distance and amount of traffic they served with traditional BGP directed services. Fully distributed model wins the comparison of three models while hierarchical model gives better result than traditional BGP routing. From my personal point of view, the authors conducted an outstanding job in this paper. However, this approach needed to be standardized by the community or adopted generally by vendors to get more respect. In the community, there exists no standard controller to controller protocol so this paper gives a possible requirement set to designers of such protocol in terms of QoS.

Collaborators of paper [34] have come up with an idea which is named as HiQos. It mainly consists of two modules named as differentiated services module and multipath routing module. Differentiated services module identifies flows according to their match parameters. Each type of flow is then assigned to a queue. On the other hand, multipath routing module identifies possible paths for flows and chooses the best option by calculating the sum of weights for each link in a route which is determined by a network monitoring thread that observes bandwidth utilization periodically. Moreover, each flow inserted by multipath routing module has five seconds idle time meaning that their rules vanish if there exists no packet in the network for more than five seconds. This enables dynamicity for flows staying idle for more than five seconds. Tests are conducted with a topology consisting of two servers eleven clients and five switches. When the paper was written, authors could not find models to compare their architecture and introduced two extra contributions for comparison purposes. First of these architectures is LiQoS. This architecture always selects the shortest path to the destination as well as it does not differentiate services by using different queues. The second option is MiQos. It chooses the shortest path to the destination; however, it utilizes queues for service differentiation. Comparison of three architecture in terms of the response time of servers, throughput and recovery in
case of path loss resulted in the success of HiQos. The most appreciated point about this paper is that even two of them is for testing purposes, authors have created three different QoS architectures and compared them. Nevertheless, scalability is an issue which was not discussed in the paper. This architecture needed to be reprogrammed when a new switch or new server needed to be added to the topology. Topology is given with a hash map to HiQos. Moreover, there exists no information about how queues are configured in the system. However, how bandwidth utilization is queried for queues is explained clearly. Benefits of such querying method are open to debate but there exists no other option in OpenFlow 1.0 standard [20] or OpenFlow 1.3 standard [1] as an OpenFlow switch asynchronously sends congestion report to the controller. In conclusion, HiQos could be an example for network administrators who design a QoS system for their SDN networks. Also, it could inspire academics in their future studies.

In [35] designers have designed an architecture such that controller periodically injects test packets to measure delays of links. Since these packets would be forwarded to the controller at the receiving node controller will measure the delay between injection time and its current time to understand link delay. Note that while sending test packet to the network, controller encapsulates a reference time in the packet to calculate time difference upon receiving. While packet injection mechanism is implemented by OpenFlow Packet Out Message [20] asynchronous Packet In [20] mechanism enables the controller to get test packets from switches. Besides obscuring the implementation details and test results, authors of this paper might have missed one of the important points of SDN concept. In SDN networks datapath traffic is separated from controller path traffic. This implies that any traffic which does not carry user data should not be forwarded from the datapath channel. However, in this architecture, redundant test packages are transmitted. Moreover, these test packages might not be exposed to the same QoS scheme with real traffic since they are different flows. To conclude, despite its violation of the SDN concept, this idea is still applicable and could be preferred although it might deteriorate performance in the network.

While modeling delay of a switching node, queueing delay is the most prominent among four delay types which are queueing, processing, propagation and transmission since its nondeterministic nature. In [14] authors model the queueing delay of
TCP flows. In this model they assumed processing delay of a node is negligible, propagation delay is constant during transmission and queueing delay dominates delay of a node. Before transmission starts, authors measure propagation delay from round trip time extracted from ICMP packets. Then, they estimate the average queueing delay by deducing the average length of a queue. Length of a queue is assumed to be related with the window length of a TCP connection because of the fact that TCP window length is determined by unacknowledged packets which are still in the network. For the multiple TCP flow case, mean of the delay for one TCP flow is modeled as Gaussian random variable and queueing delay is extracted from variations in the length of the queue. The testing environment consists of switches which are cascaded to each other. After proofing their ideas, authors suggest queue switching model in order to provide service differentiation. This idea will be mentioned in next chapters since it has some benefits when compared with routing from another path. Nevertheless, the delay measurement technique in this paper has some crucial dilemmas which should be talked about. Firstly, this model is limited to TCP applications. Although TCP encapsulates most of the application types, the transport layer is not built just on TCP. Secondly, TCP is a complex protocol which is affected by lots of factors. Moreover, window length of a TCP is affected by the TCP/IP stack of OS on which TCP socket is opened. This information could only get from the user platform which modifies user end systems. To sum up, besides the disadvantageous delay measure method, switching between queues when delay increases is a valuable solution which will be discussed in other chapters.

In [13] authors have come up with a monitoring architecture and named it Open Network Monitor (OpenNetMon). Designers concentrated measuring throughput, packet loss and delay accurately. In order to measure throughput, they utilized flow statistics of OpenFlow 1.0 protocol [20]. Because of the fact that flow statistics consist amount of bytes transferred and the amount of time passed since the first flow was introduced throughput of flow could be deduced. They assumed that last switch on which the packet passes before it reaches its destination is the point where flow statistics must be queried. Query period of statistics is an important parameter which brings accuracy in return of processing overhead in controller to switch (outband) network. In order to reduce overhead in processing, they developed an algorithm which sends
more frequent queries when flow first introduced but reduce query time after variance of throughput results decrease. On the other hand, for packet loss, they claim that each port statistics [20] of SDN switches from which flow passes have to be queried in order to understand if any drops occurred. Finally, to measure delay they injected test packets with the help of packet out action in [20] on the network. After test packets are routed controller gets these test packets from the last switch by the packet in action [20]. From the time difference of sending and receiving times, controller understands the delay in the network. Authors have tested their topology in a real network. Where throughput and packet loss measurements were satisfying, delay measurements were not accurate which was mentioned by authors too.

Table 3.1: Summary of Delay Measurement Techniques in SDN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm, Year</th>
<th>Delay or Link State Measurement Technique</th>
<th>Target, Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[31], 2012</td>
<td>OpenQos OpenFlow 1.0 Feature Request Message to Controller</td>
<td>Peak SNR Values</td>
<td>poor performance metrics, wrong message type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32], 2013</td>
<td>PolicyCop Special interface between Management Plane and Controller Module which collects statistics</td>
<td>not defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33], 2014</td>
<td>PolicyCop Special interface which collects statistics</td>
<td>not defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34], 2015</td>
<td>HighQoS Proactive and periodic query of OpenFlow Queue Statistics</td>
<td>response time of servers, throughput, recovery in case of path loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35], 2016</td>
<td>Test Packet Injection, Measurement from Controller</td>
<td>not defined</td>
<td>controlpath datapath violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36], 2016</td>
<td>from TCP buffer depletion queue size estimation</td>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>needs user side modification, only covers TCP connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37], 2014</td>
<td>Test Packet Injection, Measurement from Controller</td>
<td>accuracy</td>
<td>low accuracy of results, controlpath datapath violation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this thesis, we propose a method to compute the average delay of links in an SDN Network from the statistics collected by the SDN controller. Note that the link delay depends on the queuing delay which is the only nondeterministic component in delay model of packet-switched networks. For queuing delay measurement we propose the set-up shown in Fig. 4.1. When a packet enters a switch, it eventually goes out from a queue of a port. We model the switch queues as G/G/1 queues and bind a meter to each queue for measuring ingress traffic rate. For G/G/1 queue model we need mean and variance values inter arrival times of ingress and inter departure times of egress traffic for calculating average state of the queue. Mean and variance components of inter arrival times are found by meter statistics. On the other hand, we calculate mean and variance of inter departure times from packet lengths and bandwidth of links in datapath. After we find average states of queues which is defined as the average number of packets in a queue, we calculate queuing delay from Little’s equation.

In order to implement our idea, we design an application which uses the Northbound interface of RYU controller. We periodically poll OpenFlow meter statistics via OpenFlow module of RYU controller. This module further communicates via OpenFlow protocol with SDN switches and it reports results of statistics query via Northbound interface. Our application is operated independently from RYU controller; however, they run in the same Virtual Machine. Note that environment where our application is realized and communication interfaces will be explained in Implementation section of Chapter 5. We only present the inner architecture and the idea of link delay computation method in this chapter.
4.1 Sample Creation Mechanism

For \( G/G/1 \) queueing model, one has to assume that shape of ingress and egress traffic could be any type. Hence, for the proposed model we have to extract the mean and variance of interarrival time between packets as well as the time between departed packets from the queue.

For measuring the interarrival time of packets we create a sampling mechanism that creates samples of interarrival times from meter statistics. Sampling mechanism is visualized in Figure 4.2. Meter statistics of SDN switch is periodically requested. Reply of meter statistics consists of how many packets are counted to that time and how much time has passed since meter started its operation. They are called packet count and duration respectively. Moreover, the algorithm of how we extract a sample is visualized as a flowchart in Figure 4.3. Sampling mechanism holds states for packet count and duration. If the packet count increases, we take the difference of durations that comes from statistics message and the value sampling mechanism holds. This creates a time difference. Then we divide this time...
value to the difference of packet counts. This division gives us one sample of interarrival time of packets.

Let us clarify this with an example. Suppose our sampling mechanism holds values 50 ns for duration and 10 for packet count. If a statistics message is received with values 110 ns for duration and 12 for packet count then we first look the difference between packet counts. Since packet count is increased, we take time difference between durations which is 60 ns. Then we divide it by difference of packet counts. In the end, we get one sample for interarrival time between packets which is 30 ns.

We accumulate these samples to calculate mean and variance of interarrival time of packets. In order to get accurate measurements sampling period of statistics by the SDN controller is an important parameter. We define the minimum sampling period as given in Equation 41. In this Equation $l_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum length of a packet that can ingress through the switch. $C$ is the bandwidth of the port. If $\tau_{\text{min,sampling}}$ is satisfied then no false samples will be fed to mean and variance calculating process.

\[
\tau_{\text{min,sampling}} = \frac{l_{\text{min}}}{C}
\] (41)

Departure rate of a queue is defined as how many packets it can transmit in a unit of time. This depends on the bit rate of the service link and length of packets. If the bitrate is assumed to be constant, what changes the departure rate is the length of

---
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Figure 4.2: Sampling Mechanism
packets. Since there exists no statistics about the length of packets, we used a pre-defined departure rate in delay calculation whose mean and variance are hardcoded in application. Mean and variance values do not change during the simulation thanks to iPerf [16] application. Mean of packet lengths is 1512 bytes and variance is assumed to be zero. We also observe correctness of this decision by checking the length of packets from Wireshark.

After samples are created they are transferred to a process where their mean and variances are calculated. Note that samples are collected in a serial fashion. One cannot calculate mean and variance by using standard mean and variance equations when the sample count reaches to large amounts. Calculating mean and variance from serial samples are given in Equations 42 and 43 respectively. In these Equations $\bar{x}_k$ is the mean of $k$ samples, $x_k$ is $k_{th}$ sample and $\sigma^2_k$ is the variance of $k$ samples.

$$\bar{x}_k = \frac{(k-1)\bar{x}_{k-1} + x_k}{k}$$ (42)
\[
\sigma_k^2 = \frac{(k - 1)}{k} \left( \sigma_{k-1}^2 + \frac{(x_k - \bar{x}_{k-1})^2}{k} \right)
\]  

(43)

4.2 Implemented Application for Delay Measurement

We design an application which communicates with the SDN controller and collects statistics periodically. In Figure 4.4 we show the modules and their relations on a UML diagram. Our application mainly consists of seven types of threads working concurrently. First of these threads is the main thread called as environment manager. This thread is responsible for creating and stopping all the other threads, inserting flows which are necessary for queueing mechanism and forwarding requests to the related threads which are created by itself. Furthermore, second and third are statistics collecting threads which are Meter Statistics Collector and Queue Statistics Collector. They periodically poll Meter and Queue Statistics and pass them to the Queues of Statistics Calculator Threads. Forth and fifth Statistics calculator threads process messages and calculate mean and variances between statistics messages by using algorithms described previously. The sixth type of thread is Query manager. It creates collector and calculator threads as well as calculates the queue state and queue delay when environment manager wants the report for delay of a specific queue. Seventh thread is Console Thread which enables user to interact with the program. It is built for debugging, starting and stopping the application.

The purpose of SwitchBSP class in figure 4.4 is abstracting out the southbound interface from our application. By this way, this application could support various type of interfaces that SDN controllers implement. Furthermore, Application interface and Environment Manager classes in figure 4.4 provide the interface for programs which can pull information created from our application. These interfaces are not vital for our applications to work but they enhance their adaptability and scalability.
Figure 4.4: UML Diagram of Proposed Method
CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

5.1 Implementation

We evaluate and test our application in a simulation environment. Figure 5.1 shows the components of the evaluation set-up and how they are organized. All of the tests are conducted on a Linux Virtual Machine. The testing environment has mainly three components. First of these components is Mininet [18] which creates a virtual network on Linux machine. This network has real interfaces meaning that one can share and observe real data while the network operates. Also, it enables its user to create SDN switches such as Ofsoftswitch13 [36] or Open Virtual Switch (OVS) [37]; moreover, it could direct controller interfaces of switches to out of Mininet.

The second component of the testing environment is Opensoftswitch13 [36]. It is an SDN switch and supports OpenFlow 1.3 [1] protocol. For our application, meter and queue support of switch play a vital role. Except its stable features and being widely accepted from community we did not choose Open Virtual Switch (OVS) [37] for our tests because it does not implement meters although it can negotiate with SDN Controllers via OpenFlow 1.3 protocol [1].

In OpenFlow 1.3 protocol meter creation, modification and deletion is defined [1]. Also, Multipart request/response messages are defined in order to query meter statistics. On the other hand, queue creation is out of the scope of OpenFlow 1.3 protocol [1]. Therefore, manufacturers have special queue creation mechanisms.

For queue creation, OVS implements its protocol OVSDB management protocol [38] via which user can define the minimum and the maximum rates of queues. However,
Figure 5.1: Testing Environment

Ofsoftswitch13 implemented its own command-line tool 'dpctl' which interacts with Ofsoftswitch13 and configures the queues of it. 'dpctl' only enables the user to configure minimum bandwidth feature of Ofsoftswitch13 queues. Minimum bandwidth is defined by one of thousand of the bandwidth of the link. For example, when user enters 10 for queue 1 it means, queue 1 should have minimum 10/1000 of the link bandwidth. When multiple queues exist for a port, a priority mechanism is not defined. Both OVS and OfSoftSwitch13 exchange their queue statistics via Multipart request/response messages. However, Ofsoftswitch13 lacks a communication protocol for creating queues. For queue creation and deletion, we have implemented a command-line queue adding and deleting mechanism using 'dpctl' which communicates Ofsoftswitch13 via the command line of Linux Virtual Machine.

The third component is RYU SDN Framework which is an SDN controller. It has a modular structure and one can include those modules if they are needed. Since
we restrict our scope with link delay measurement, we choose [21] controller which has a built-in routing module that routes packets. However, built-in route module inserts and deletes flows from table 0 of SDN switches. On the other hand, we have the requirements for ingress traffic passes from meter to be counted as well as they are directed to queues to count egress traffic. Therefore, we changed the standard routing module of RYU, which inserts routing flows to table 1 of SDN switch instead of table 0. Moreover, we insert flows for link delay measurement to table 0 of SDN switch which direct ingress traffic to meters and output egress traffic from predefined queues. Also, we pass packets to table 1 for routing purposes. This modification brings an advantage which is the separation of concerns of two problems in QoS, routing and queuing.

5.2 Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results of our approach. Firstly, we examine the performance when a single flow passes through the queue whose queuing delay is observed. Secondly, we analyze the performance of our approach when two different flows are multiplexed into the queue under test. We also evaluate our approach in terms of performance metrics defined in Section 2.

5.2.1 Single Flow

In this experiment we test our proposed method for queuing delay computation in Mininet [18] when a single flow arrives through the queue under test. Our topology is seen in Figure 5.2. This experiment has stages which must be accomplished in order to obtain proper measurements. The first part of the stages is preparation. In this part, we insert flows to the SDN switch that enable datapath packets pipe through a certain queue of SDN Switch. Then, we start Wireshark captures from port 1 and port 2 of SDN Switch to measure time values when packets reach to port 2 of SDN Switch and when they depart from port 1 of SDN switch.
Next, we move to the testing stage. We start our proposed application and logger application. Our proposed application periodically polls meter statistics and runs our proposed method which updates queuing delay from meter statistics. Logger application is an embedded thread of our proposed application. It polls queuing delay with one-second intervals and logs computed value of queueing delay as well as the time when it was obtained. Then, we start traffic from hosts. We use iPerf [16] to generate UDP traffic. Host 1 in Figure 5.2 is an iPerf [16] UDP server which accepts UDP traffic from UDP port 5001. On the other hand, Host 2 is a UDP client which sends UDP packets to Host 1. After we run tests for 10 minutes we have two Wireshark captures files of port 1 and port 2 of SDN switch as well as a log file. Logfile consists computed value of queueing delay and time tag when it is logged.

The final stage is the evaluation stage. Firstly, from two Wireshark capture files of SDN Switch, we first construct interarrival delays between packets and the individual queuing delay time series of packets during the simulation. Interarrival times between
packets are given in Figure 5.3. Since iPerf [16] do not change packet lengths during the simulation, we do not graph the change of packet lengths versus time. Packet lengths for calculating queuing delay is constant which is 1512 bytes. Moreover, individual queuing delay time series of packets are given in Figure 5.4. We assume that the queuing delay a packet experiences while passing through the queue under test is differences of time tags in the port 1 and port 2 Wireshark capture files. In Figure 5.4, we see that each packet faces different amount of queuing delay during the simulation. Therefore, average queuing delay of time series needed to be calculated for time $t_1$ in order to compare Wireshark data with the computed value of our proposed application. Average queueing delay of time $t_1$ is given in Equation (51). In Figure 5.5 we compare average queuing delay of Wireshark data calculated with Equation (51) and the computed queuing data we obtain from our proposed application.

$$d_{\text{average}}(t_1) = \frac{\sum_{i=t_{\text{starting}}}^{t_1} \text{delay}(i)}{n}$$ (51)
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Figure 5.3: Interarrival times between packets to the SDN Switch for Single Flow Case
Figure 5.4: Queuing Delay Time Series of Wireshark Data for Single Flow Case

Figure 5.5: Average Queueing Delay of Wireshark Data versus Computed Queuing Delay of Proposed Application for Single Flow Case

Note that, since every component uses the time of virtual machine that it runs on,
time tags for comparing average queueing delay and the computed queuing delay data we obtain from our proposed application are time-synchronized. The Relative Percentage Correctness changing with the time is given in Figure 5.6. It is calculated according to Equation 26 which is defined as a performance metric while evaluating performance of our proposed delay computation method. Moreover, our sampling period of statistics $t_{\text{sampling}}$ is $5 \times 10^{-4}$ s. This number is selected according to Equation 29 where $l_{\text{min}}$ of packets in network is 64 bytes and bandwidth is 1 Mbps. $n$ in Equation 28 is calculated as 2.74 where $t_{\text{sampling}}$ is $5 \times 10^{-4}$ s, $l_{\text{query}}$ is 90 bytes $l_{\text{response}}$ is 138 bytes and $C$ is 10 Mbps. Therefore our scalability index in Equation 27 equals to 2.74 ($n$) which is smaller than maximum meter_id field ($2^{32}$) of OpenFlow Protocol.

![Relative Percentage Correctness Graph](image)

Figure 5.6: Relative Percentage Correctness Graph of Single Flow Case

Scalability depends on the bandwidth ratio between links of controller path traffic and links of datapath traffic. For this case, the bandwidth of controller path traffic links is 10 Mbps and bandwidth of datapath traffic links are 1 Mbps. For example, if the bandwidth of controller path links becomes 100 Mbps, scalability value $n$ automatically becomes 27.4 increasing ten times of our testing case. This introduces the necessity for our system to run in such SDN topologies whose controller traffic links
have higher bandwidth rates than datapath traffic links.

5.2.2 Multiple Flows

Multiple flow case test topology is shown in Figure 5.2 and information flowing from links are same with Single Flow case. Furthermore, starting stages are same except we start two iPerf [16] UDP flows between Host 1 and Host 2. These flows are transmitted from the same queue in SDN Switch. We perform this test with the same procedures applied. Note that Scalability is same with Single Flow test case since we do not change testing topology. Results of multiple flow case are given as follows.

In Figure 5.7 interarrival times between incoming packets are shown. Moreover, Wireshark time series of queuing delay is given in Figure 5.8. In order to compare time series we calculate average queuing delay for time $t_1$ with Equation 51. The comparison graph of average queuing delay and computed queuing delay of our proposed application is given in Figure 5.9. Finally, Relative Percentage Correctness graph for Multiple Flows case is given in Figure 5.10.

Firstly, in Figure 5.7 it is seen that interarrival packet times are consistent with the Single Flow case. By consistency we mean that mean component of interarrival times are gathered around 0.012 seconds. This value is forced by the bandwidth link of datapath traffic which is 1 Mbps. Further, it is converted to 82.67 packets per second link capacity by dividing link bandwidth to the length of packets in bits (12096 bits per packet). $1/82.67$ is the amount of time between packet interarrival time which is 0.012 seconds. Since we utilize queue under test close to 100%, the mean component of packet interarrival times being around value 0.012 seconds is reasonable. However, the variance component differs (as we expected) because of the fact that multiple flows have different paces while sending packets.

Moreover, in Figure 5.9 computed delay of our proposed application converges to average queuing delay of Wireshark capture slowly. The reason behind this is the high variance value component of packet interarrival times is significant in queuing delay calculation. After the variance component of packet interarrival times approaches to the minimum value as well as the mean component of packet interarrival times be-
comes more stable, the relative percentage correctness becomes close to 100% compared to start of application. Note that our computation method of mean and variance of interarrival times influences the convergence time of computed delay. We compute mean and variance from all collected samples; meaning that from start of application all samples collected until time $t_1$ have impact on computed delay. If there exists a sample whose value differs too much from average, it affects the convergence result of computed delay whose effect is seen in Figure 5.6. On the other hand, mean and variance values of interarrival delay of packets could have been computed with most recent $k$ samples for which we only calculate mean and variance from scratch. Moreover, $k$ samples method requires more memory space since we hold states for $k$ samples; however, with the method we use, it is only required to hold state for mean, variance and sample count of interarrival delays of packets.

Outcome of multiple flows testing, results have consistency with single flow test. Next we demonstrate our proposed application in a possible usage scenario of QoS differentiation of a flow.
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**Figure 5.7:** Interarrival times between packets to the SDN Switch for Highly Accurate Multiple Flow Case
Figure 5.8: Queuing Delay Time Series of Wireshark Data for Highly Accurate Multiple Flow Case

Figure 5.9: Average Queueing Delay of Wireshark Data versus Estimated Queueing Delay of Proposed Application for Highly Accurate Multiple Flow Case
5.3 Best Queue Selector Application

In this section, we demonstrate a possible usage scenario of our proposed method for providing QoS to a predefined flow. For this purpose, we constructed the topology given in Figure 5.11. In this topology, two different UDP iPerf [16] flows flow from Host 2 to Host 1. Host 1 is UDP port 5001 and port 5002 iPerf [16] server, whereas Host 2 behaves as UDP client. At the start of the test, all flows are transmitted from one single queue. In further part, we have 2 scenarios no QoS and with QoS. In no QoS scenario, our proposed method is not operated and all flows are continued to be transmitted from a single queue. On the other hand, with QoS scenario, our proposed method monitors delay value for all queues in port 1 of SDN Switch which is connected to Host 1. Moreover, in with QoS scenario, there exists a Best Queue Selector Application which is able to communicate with our proposed method to get estimated queuing delay values. Furthermore, Best Queue Selector Application provides a delay critical service to UDP dst port 5001 flow by monitoring estimated delays of our proposed application and determines the fastest queue for UDP dst port 5001 flow. After determining the fastest queue, it inserts necessary flows to SDN switch. In or-
nder not to jump QoS flow unnecessarily, we put a queuing delay threshold value for changing the queue of QoS flow which is 10\text{ms}. If queue delay of UDP dst port 5001 flow is greater than 10\text{ms} then Best Queue Selector Application searches the best queue and changes flows in SDN switch if it is necessary.

For evaluation of no QoS and with QoS, we compared jitter measurements of iPerf [16] servers in Host 1 which listens UDP port 5001. Jitter measurements are declared in one-second intervals. In Figure 5.12 jitter measurement values, as well as their trend lines, are shown. Diamonds are jitter measurements of no QoS scenario and Squares are jitter measurements of with QoS Scenario. The dashed line is the trend line of no Qos and the continuous line is trend line of with QoS scenario. Since queues of SDN switch does not provide a priority mechanism, we could not provide a significant improvement; however, from Figure 5.12 with Qos scenario has more stable fashion in terms of jitter compared to no QoS.

![Figure 5.11: Test Topology of Best Qos Selector Application](image)
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Figure 5.12: Best QoS Selector Application Iperf Measurements
5.4 Sampling Period effect on Relative Percentage Correctness

In this section, we demonstrate the effect of sampling period of statistics $t_{sampling}$ on Relative Percentage Correctness. The purpose of this section is to investigate whether $t_{sampling}$ period defined in Equation 29 is a sufficient factor that limits our scalability. In another words, "Can we still provide high relative percentage accuracy by reserving little amount of resources such as low computational power on SDN Controller or less bandwidth between SDN controller and SDN Switches?". We set the sampling period of statistics $t_{sampling}$ to $10^{-4}$ s, $10^{-3}$ s, $10^{-2}$ s, $10^{-1}$ s, 1 s, 10 s respectively and conduct Single Flow tests with these periods. Note that, in our test setup the minimum required sampling period $t_{sampling}$ is calculated as $5 \times 10^{-4}$ s. Furthermore, to evaluate sampling period $t_{sampling}$ effect, we calculated the average relative percentage correctness for each tests. Average relative percentage correctness is calculated according to Equation 52. In this Equation, $a_{average}$ is average percentage correctness parameter which will be used in order to evaluate sampling period effect on relative percentage correctness. Moreover, $a(i)$ is Relative Percentage Correctness metric which is defined in Equation 26. Finally, $t_{starting}$ and $t_{ending}$ times are the start time and the ending time of the multiple flow test respectively. The comparison graph of each tests are given in Figure 5.13. Note that, we have conducted tests with iPerf [16] which generates constant packet length traffic. Packet lengths are fixed to 1512 bytes. Hence, minimum sampling period required is calculated as $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ s according to Equation 29 (Bandwidth $B$ is 1 Mbps and $l_{min}$ is 12 kilobits). In Figure 5.13, average relative percentage starts to deteriorate after $t_{sampling}$ is greater than $10^{-2}$ s. The required sampling time for proper operation is $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ s. We utilize links close to 100% in tests. Note that, minimum sampling time for proper operation is between $10^{-2}$ s and $10^{-1}$ s. This explains the deteriorate of average relative percentage correctness in Figure 5.13 after $10^{-2}$ s. When sampling period is increased further, we obtain so much erroneous statistics while computing queuing delay that relative percentage becomes almost zero. Therefore, we conclude that introducing the minimum sampling period requirement to the system is a sensible
idea that this period has to be satisfied in order to compute queuing delay correctly.

\[ a_{\text{average}} = \sum_{i=1}^{l_{\text{ending}}} a(i) \] (52)

Figure 5.13: Sampling Period effect on Relative Percentage Correctness
In this thesis, we concentrate on queuing delay measurement in SDN networks which could provide a decision metric for efficient route calculation. We used OpenFlow meters to measure the ingress rate through a queue and calculate the mean and variance of arrival rate from OpenFlow meter statistics. We used G/G/1 model to extract average state of the queue. Then we find delay from Little’s equation that converts queue state to queuing delay.

When compared with works in literature, our solution uses data defined in OpenFlow 1.3 standard [1] which increases adaptability to different environments. OpenFlow 1.3 [1] is a well known and widely accepted standard in the community. Therefore, when a design is built on top of raw mechanisms of OpenFlow, that design becomes realizable in most of SDN topologies. Moreover, the work presented in this thesis does not violate the SDN control plane and data plane separation. We do not intervene in datapath traffic by generating redundant traffic to measure queue delays.

We conduct three experiments to prove the functionality of our work. In the first scenario, we transfer single flow per queue. This experiment presents relatively correct realtime insight about the delay of observed queues; however, maximum queue number that our model can query is limited by packet sizes of OpenFlow Meter Statistics and bandwidth between the SDN controller and SDN switches. In the second scenario, we transfer multiple flows from the observed queue. For this case we observed the fact that our method needs an adaptation time to get accurate results; however after computing a stable mean and variance close to zero, our computational results achieves high relative percentage correctness rates which is close to 100%. Furthermore, we made an instance application that uses computed queuing delay of our ap-
proach as a metric to determine the emptiest queue of a port. This application does not provide significant QoS since queues of SDN switch is organized to provide fair bandwidth and it is not changeable. However, it provides an improvement in average delay trend which is more stable compared to standard traffic transmission. Finally, we investigate minimum sampling period on correctness of delay computation. After conducting multiple flow tests with different sampling periods, we conclude that minimum sampling period is required to compute queuing delay relatively correct.

We test our solution only on soft environment. Because of this reason our experiments are conducted in suboptimal conditions. For example, due to the fact that the virtual machine has microscale time sensitivity, we could not measure queueing delay of links over 1 Mbps which require nanoscale time resolution in OpenFlow statistics. Moreover, since lots of concurrent module runs in single hardware, our simulation stops when sampling frequency of controller exceeds $10^4$ query per seconds. Therefore, for future work, our contribution needs to be tested under real hardware which eliminates mostly capacity issues of the simulation environment. However, measurement techniques of real queuing delay changes as timing synchronization are lost between Wireshark captures and our application.
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